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"...incredibly moving...most highly recommended." Readers' Favorite Five StarsInspired by the
incredible true story of a German teen taken prisoner at the end of WWII, determined to survive
and to reunite with his mother - A Lightness in My Soul is a tribute to the triumph of hope and
redemption against all odds.Germany, October 2019: In a car repair shop an elderly man waits
next to a woman. They begin to talk about the Great War, when he was just a teen. He tells her a
story, one he has never shared—his own.Bavaria, April 1945: For the last two years, fifteen-year
old Arthur and his classmates have lived in a youth camp. Far from home and allied bombs they
spend their days with lessons, hikes, play fights and helping local farmers harvest ever
decreasing crops. They have been told that the war will be over soon and that they’ll return home
to a victorious Germany.When the U.S. Army marches into camp, they are arrested and taken to
the just liberated Dachau concentration camp. Everything they ever believed turns out to be
false. They were lied to… not only has Germany lost the war, what they find is monstrous. But
being a prisoner is only the beginning of their ordeal…

"This well-written and harrowing account is especially important in fleshing out what happened
during World War II and ensuring that it never happens again. A Lightness in My Soul: Inspired
by a True Story is most highly recommended." Readers' Favorite Five Stars"If you like war
stories you should definitely read this one. It's short, emotional, balanced and brilliantly
narrated." Bibliomaniacaza Blog Review"...a very well deserved five plus stars. I highly
recommend it for readers who enjoy reading historical fiction and those based on real
events." Locks, Hooks and Books Blog Review"A Lightness in My Soul is one of those stories
that will touch you deeply." The Avid Reader Blog Review"This story touched my heart." Iron
Canuck Reviews "For anyone with an interest in the history of WWII, especially if you are
interested in the German perspective, then this is definitely one for your bookshelves. A one-
sitting, engrossing read highly recommended by me." Archaeolibrarian Blog Review"I was
honestly left without words by this story. I am so glad I had the opportunity to read it and have
such a detailed story of his life, as it really makes one appreciate everything. Honestly, this is a
must read." Natural Bri Blog Review"...eye-opening, heart-breaking and all together
engrossing." Hurn Publications"A heartwarming, short novella based on a true story..." Eclectic
Ramblings of Author Heather Osborne Blog ReviewFrom the AuthorFor multiple reasons, the
Dachau concentration camp (KZ) has entered our collective history in infamy. On March 22,
1933, Dachau was the first KZ and prototype, a model camp, initially interning political prisoners
like social democrats and communists. These prisoners were forced to work so hard that they
often succumbed to exhaustion. Then followed minorities.More than 40,000 people died in
Dachau, including Jews, Sinti, Roma, German communists and social democrats, Polish and



Russian prisoners of war. Even in the last days of the war, as American troops bore down on the
country, the SS forced 7,000 prisoners to participate in death marches south of Munich. Over its
twelve-year existence, more than 200,000 prisoners were held in Dachau.On April 29, 1945, the
U.S Army, Seventh Division, came upon Dachau and liberated the camp. Multiple reports were
written, photos were taken, many of them available for review and research. There is nothing
good about Dachau--just the name sends chills down most people's backs. The only useful thing
is that today Dachau is a memorial site that serves as a stark reminder of what dictatorships and
its willing followers are capable of. I fervently hope that humanity will not forget and repeat the
same mistakes Germany made.
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Dedication To the elderly man who told an important story, and to my friend, Marion, who
listened and shared it with me.

Quotes “Germany must either be a world power or there will be no Germany.”–Adolf Hitler in
‘Mein Kampf’ “If we have power, we'll never give it up again unless we're carried out of our
offices as corpses.”–Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels “For out of black soul's night have
stirred dawn's cold gleam,morning's singing bird. Let black day die, let black flag fall,let raven
call,let new day dawn of black reborn.”–George Woodcock from "Black Flag" in Collected
Poems (1983) 

Introduction In the fall of 2019, my friend Marion called me, her voice equally excited and urgent.
She had been in a repair shop in Herten, Germany, where she lives. For Germans this ritual
comes twice a year when we change our set of tires for winter and then again around Easter for



summer.Of course, that wasn’t the exciting part. While waiting on a less than comfortable plastic
chair, a fluorescent light overhead throwing shadows on the gray linoleum, piles of dog-eared
magazines about cars and sports resting on a side table, she had noticed an old man sitting
quietly. He wore a flat gray cap and, though it wasn’t exactly cold yet, a checkered wool scarf
curled twice around his neck.Except for a curt nod, he hadn’t spoken. Only when my friend
mentioned the constant need for tire changes, had he focused his watery blue eyes on her.She
didn’t recall how they got to the subject of war. But at some point, in that barren waiting area, he
told her he’d been in the Kinderlandverschickung or KLV for short, a program instituted by the
Third Reich, sending German children and youth to safe areas in the east or south and out of
reach of allied bombs. Marion mentioned her mother who’d also participated and not enjoyed it
one bit.The old man seemed glad that my friend was familiar with the program. He commented
that it was sad the world tended to immediately suppress and forget such terrible history. He’d
hesitated and then continued, that he’d always done the same. After a moment of silence, he’d
turned his attention to my friend and asked, “You have a moment?” The old man’s wrinkles
deepened and his eyes began to glisten with tears. “Let me tell you a story,” he’d said, “one I
haven’t told anyone my entire life.”Fixing his gaze on my friend, he began, “I was fifteen, when
the war ended…”He made a strange face, one so full of pain and upset that my friend felt
compelled to ask, “Wasn’t that a good thing…I mean that it was over?”Shaking his head, he
continued, Marion listened, and soon they both cried.My friend didn’t tell me all the details—
which of course, I would’ve loved knowing—just the framework of the man’s ordeal. And though
she later tried to find him again, she was unable to.So I took it upon myself to recount the old
man’s tale with as much historical and detailed information I could find. I do not know his real
name—I named him Arthur—but I know that the world ought to hear his story. 

Germany, June 1943 When I first heard the word camp, I envisioned a place of great pleasure,
relaxation and good food—in short, a sort of extended vacation. That’s what we were told when
our class set off to spend a few months away from home.But that word—camp—is versatile in
ways I’d never imagined. It is a loaded word, so harmless sounding, so innocent.Nothing could
be farther from the truth.The children’s evacuation program, KLV, had grown since Hitler called it
into existence in 1940. By June 1943, many cities were carpet-bombed by the allies. The
formerly voluntary program became a required one because our school was ordered to send its
classes into the KLV.That’s why our class traveled to Bavaria to get—the way our teacher, Herr
Wagner, put it—away from the bombs.I’d resolutely ignored Mother’s sighs when she rifled
through our stash of ration coupons or studied the daily obituaries of fallen soldiers in the paper.
Though she was rather upset to see me leave—my father was fighting somewhere in France and
after I left, she was alone—I was looking forward to spending time away.A former orphanage,
repurposed as a boarding school for boys, squatted tall and square as an oversized shoebox at
the outskirts of a small village. On clear days, the Alps loomed so close one could watch the
wind hurl snow drifts into the clear blue sky. The place was basic: large dorm rooms for ten or



twelve boys, except for the leaders, who each had their own space. Our washrooms were old
with squeaky plumbing and moldy patches on the walls. Once a week, we bathed in a tin tub
with hardly enough water to get wet, a far cry from the Saturday baths I’d taken at home. The
squabbles, the noise and the lack of privacy were grinding.The Hitler Youth ran the camp, and
even Herr Wagner had to follow their orders. He was pretty strict, a tall, skinny guy with a stern
mouth, his hair short and stubbly with graying temples. He’d look at you with those deep-set
eyes and you’d shut up. But the camp leader, a fellow named Steinmann, outdid him by far. He
didn’t even have to look to get his point across. When he showed up we all hushed, including our
teacher.How he did it, I don’t know. He wasn’t even particularly tall; in fact, most of us towered
over him. But that didn’t seem to stop him from doling out punishment when he saw fit. And that
was daily. His favorite was marching and standing at salute for hours at a time.Half of
Steinmann’s face was burned, leaving a pockmarked, scarred landscape that was rumored to be
a war wound he’d suffered in one of the early battles in Poland. It made his face lopsided, having
obliterated his right brow altogether. They say our eyes are windows into the soul, and that was
the first time I believed it: Steinmann’s eyes were a metallic gray, cold and distant, and a little bit
dead.Steinmann kept a tight rein on the camp, the first hour spent cleaning shoes and rooms,
folding and refolding our laundry, flag hoisting and eating an increasingly meager breakfast. After
lessons that lasted until noon, we trained for war, an unending succession of running, pushups,
person-to-person combat, wrestling and of course, marching.We used sticks and tackled each
other, laughed when Otto Mainzel stumbled and face planted. Otto wasn’t exactly fat, rather
large-boned with a face full of freckles that continued over his chest and back in uneven
patches, made worse by the coarse carrot hair that refused to be tamed. Otto was the least
sporty of all of us, which was evident even when he walked, a sort of stiff-kneed saunter. For the
most part, we despised him. Those who didn’t outwardly demean him, ignored him.Among us,
there was much talk about heroes and our future roles defending the fatherland.“When I catch
myself an American, I’ll show him the meaning of brave,” Udo Bauer exclaimed after a
particularly heated exercise with sticks. He was taller and fitter than most, almost six feet, and
his skin glowed pink beneath the shorn hair above his ears. Most of us wore our hair in such a
way—Steinmann made sure the village barber visited monthly—but Udo also parted his, which
was blond and straight, on the right like the Führer. I’d long given up trying, because my curly
hair had other ideas.“We’ll arrest them or better yet, shoot them,” Hans Heiden sneered. He was
Udo’s best friend or dare I say only friend, and always copied Udo’s moves.We were sitting
around, cooling off on a green patch behind our home that doubled as parade ground, soccer
field and meeting place.In the beginning, I thought we’d be home before Christmas. After all,
wasn’t the war going well? The Führer said so, and the newspapers were full of victory
reports.But in early December Wagner told us that it was too dangerous to return home. The
Ruhr river region, where we’d grown up, was not only one of the most densely populated in
Europe, it was famous for its productivity. Mining and steel fabrication, chemical industries, but
particularly the production of tanks and artillery made our area a preferred target for the British



Royal Air Force.I was no longer excited to be away and missed my mother terribly. Every letter
she sent, I carried around with me for days. The few times she mailed me packages—usually
with homemade cookies, a pair of hand-knitted wool socks and last winter, a scarf—I’d extended
eating those cookies for weeks, just to preserve the joy of receiving a piece of home. For the last
several months, mail and packages had all but ceased. Of course, that wasn’t something we
mentioned to each other, each of us wary and determined to appear strong and brave. Only in
the dark of night, lying awake on lumpy mattresses, did we allow ourselves to weep. I knew I
wasn’t the only one, but by morning I was careful to extinguish any signs of fragility.  

Summer 1944 By the summer of 1944 we were demanding openly to go home. Every time
Wagner shook his head, his lips pinched, his gaze far away, as if he wanted to avoid looking us
in the eyes.“It’s been a year, why can’t we go?” I asked, feeling fed up after another bad night. My
best friend, Emil, had a cough and a couple of boys cried out in their dreams.“It isn’t safe,
Arthur.” The muscles on Wagner’s neck tightened as he stared off into the distance, yet his gaze
seemed to go inward as if he wanted to hide.“That’s what you said last Christmas.”Usually,
Wagner would’ve snapped back something, but today he remained strangely calm. “Believe me,”
he said, his focus returning to us, “I’d like to go home as well, but we must wait.”“If we’re winning
the war, why isn’t it safe?” asked Emil, who had a sharp mouth on him when he wanted to. Two
years ago he’d moved into the neighborhood with his grandmother and joined my high school
class. You know how you meet somebody and instantly like him? You don’t know why, just that
you’re comfortable and somehow connected. That’s how it was when Emil showed up. Even if he
was crazy superstitious and constantly made predictions, which luckily for the most part didn’t
come true.Wagner seemed to search for the right words. “We’ve got to be patient.”“I wish we
could fight them,” Udo announced. “Why are we doing all this training, if we never use it?”I wasn’t
so sure I wanted to have anything to do with fighting battles. It was one thing to play fight with
sticks, another to face American or Russian tanks.“You may get your wish,” said our teacher.
Once again his gaze wandered off, once again I had the impression he wanted to say more, but
kept his thoughts to himself.Two days later he was gone.

Spring 1945 The spring of 1945 arrived with colorful patches of dandelions and forget-me-nots.
The air was thick with the scent of mowed grass, which took me straight back to my home and
the countless times Father had made me help in the garden. Homesickness hit me in the gut as I
thought of the way our lives used to be—five long years ago—before Father had left for the war.
The feeling was so strong, I wanted to curl into a ball and hide beneath the bedcovers as I half-
listened to the squabbles of my classmates.
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Herb Hughes, “A powerful and masterfully written story!. Annette Oppenlander's words dance
across the page with the grace and beauty of a professional ballet, but hit with the force of a
freight train going downhill. Based on actual events during and immediately after WWII, A
Lightness In My Soul is a powerful story. The only problem is it ended too soon. I finished and
wanted to read more! I highly recommend this novella.”

LAS Reviewer, “Good Reading. War is never easy for anyone, especially minors.Arthur was a
likeable character. He struck me as someone who was kind of hard on himself for the portions of
his story that he would have done differently if he’d known all of the bends and twists in it from
the beginning. His mistakes were generally minor ones like wishing for larger meals when rations
were cut yet again or to no longer catch diseases like scabies that can spread so easily in
institutional settings. These small moments humanized him. Honestly, I would have complained
about them, too, if I’d been in the same situation. I kept hoping for a happy ending for him no
matter how unlikely his chances of getting one might have looked at the moment.The ending felt
a little abrupt to me, especially considering all of the traumatic experience Arthur had been
through during the last few years of World War II. There were some important subplots that were
never resolved, especially as they pertained to some of the people he met along the way. While I
definitely wouldn’t expect every single one of my questions to be answered due to this being
loosely based on a true story that was set during such a turbulent era, it would have been nice to
have a few more conflicts resolved.This novella was filled with detailed descriptions of Arthur’s
life at a Kinderlandverschickung, a rural camp set up for children and youth by the Third Reich to
protect them from allied bombs, as well as his much more difficult experiences shortly after the
war ended. Arthur observed more human suffering during these teenage years of his than many
people know in a lifetime. I appreciated how honestly he shared his tale, especially the portions
that he found painful to recount.A Lightness in My Soul was an absorbing tale I’d recommend to
adults and teens who are interested in what life was like for German civilians during World War
II.originally posted at long and short reviews”

Scottish Hunni, “An unexplored snippet of WWII. A heartwarming, short novella based on a true
story, A Lightness in my Soul takes the reader to the opposite side of WWII, through the eyes of
a young man sent to a Hitler Youth camp in the closing years of the war. I loved this short snippet
of Arthur’s life. There was no shying away from the evil realities of the Holocaust, and how some
did not know what was going on right under their own noses. I would love to see this expanded
out into a full novel, but the emotional impact gained by this format was enough to create a
lasting impression.”

Christine Woinich as Iron Canuck Reviews & More, “A different view of WWII that touched my
heart.. This story touched my heart. It gave me a different insight into WWII from an unexpected



point of view. The historic details made the story come alive in my mind. I had tears at the end
after holding my breath along with the boys. Though Arthur was fictional but based off of the
telling of a real-life experience, this did feel real as I turned the pages. I highly recommend this
story.I received a copy of this story through Goddess Fish Promotions, and this is my unsolicited
review.”

The book by Annette Oppenlander has a rating of 5 out of 3.6. 13 people have provided
feedback.
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